Abstract-In this paper, we proposed a RSSI-Probability transformation algorithm for radio map construction that improves positioning accuracy and AP (Access Point) weight clustering that reduces the computational burden. To verify the performance, we developed a positioning system called LocNeedle. The experimental results show that our algorithm achieves good localization accuracy and reduces computational burden of online phase.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently the demand of positioning is constantly growing. Although the GPS technique can satisfy the demand of outdoor positioning, but it cannot satisfy the demand of positioning in indoor or underground places. The survey [1] indicates the indoor coverage of wireless network infrastructure become more and more widespread and the smart phone has become popular, which makes the localization of mobile terminals on the basis of Wi-Fi network become feasible. Wi-Fi fingerprint localization approach can provide more precise positioning accuracy than AP (Access Point) based method and spends less special antenna configuration cost and network deployment work than geometric methods such as ToA, AoA [2] , [3] . Therefore Wi-Fi fingerprint indoor locating is widely used in many locating systems.
In this paper, we propose an accurate and scalable positioning system called LocNeedle, which uses RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication)-probability fingerprint and AP weight clustering. The system includes two key techniques: 1) It uses RSSI-probability radio map to enhance accuracy and tackle the fluctuation of RSS. 2) It uses an AP weight clustering method to reduce the computational burden of online positioning phase. In addition, this paper adopts Bhattacharyya distance as similarity measurement metric and NN matching algorithm to calculate the distances between user location and each RP (Reference Point).
This paper is organized as follows: we introduce the related work in Section II; the architecture of positioning system in Section III-A; we proposed an RSSI-Probability transformation algorithm for radio map construction in Section III-B and AP weight clustering in Section III-C; in Section IV we present the experiment results for our positioning system; the conclusion is made in Section V. This article adopts Bhattacharyya distance as similarity measurement metric to find the RP that is the nearest to current user location.
II. RELATED WORK
There are two phases in Wi-Fi fingerprinting localization: offline training phase and online positioning phase. In the offline phase, through collecting RSSI in each RP we can construct the radio map. In the online phase, we use the matching algorithm to estimate the user location.
RADAR [4] is an early indoor fingerprint localization system which was implemented by Microsoft Research. RADAR uses RSSI from users with four directions to construct radio map in offline phase, in online phase it uses the NN (Nearest Neighbor) and the KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) as matching algorithm. The 50% estimation error of RADAR is less than 2.5 meters and 90% is less than 5.9 meters. Another system Horus [5] uses probabilistic techniques to estimate the user location. It uses the radio map to estimate the location of user that has the maximum probability given the received signal strength vector. It has an error of less than 0.6 meter on the average.
Radio Map based techniques can be categorized into three categories [6] : deterministic techniques, probabilistic techniques, machine learning based techniques. Deterministic techniques use geometrical or statistical methods to find user's location by RSS fingerprints, such as [4] . In probabilistic techniques, the radio map stores RP's RSS distributions from various APs and use probabilistic techniques to estimate location [5] . In machine learning based techniques, a system called Ekahau [7] solved target location estimation as machine learning problem by modeling the RSSI set with location tag attached and probability reckoning.
As the radio map continues to grow up, the computational burden and the latency in estimating user's location increase. Fingerprint clustering can help to minimize the number of search points used in positioning phase to estimate the user location. In [8] , the authors use Kmeans algorithm to group fingerprints with similar signal strength into several clusters, reduce the number of fingerprints that need to be compared in the positioning phase. In [5] , the authors propose to group fingerprints according to the n biggest signal strength.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED POSITIONING SYSTEM
A. Architecture The proposed positioning system LocNeedle's architecture includes two phases, which is shown in Fig. 1 In offline phase, we get the RSS raw data at each RP through scanning the RSS using mobile terminal. Through the pretreatment model, the RSS raw data from one RP would be added the same class tag as the input of RSSI-Probability transformation model. The RSSI-Probability transformation model converts the RSS fingerprints to RSS-Probability fingerprints. The AP weight calculation model calculates each weight of AP in all of the RPs. The radio map of LocNeedle is composed by the RSSI-Probability pairs with class tag.
In online phase, user's terminal sends request to get current location from the server. The query contains raw RSSI samples in a time interval. The pretreatment model calculates the probability of each RSSI value of detected APs. The NN matching process model gets the output of pretreatment model to estimate user's location.
B. RSSI-Probability Radio Map Construction Algorithm
We use the probability distribution of RSSI to construct the radio map of our positioning system. Before probability calculation each record of raw RSSI data (donated by R rrd ) was bound with a class tag for identification. A group of raw RSSI record with same class tag means these raw RSSI record belong to the same offline RP. The format of class tag is (x, y, floor) where x and y are logic coordinate not the real geographic coordinate. The example of records in offline pretreatment model is shown in Table I . This data is the input of RSSI-Probability transformation model. The procedure of RSSI-Pro transformation is illustrated as Fig. 2 . The probability of AP i detected by RSSI s j over the total L samples can be calculated by:
where is the number of samples for which RSSI of AP i is s j and s j . The major part of RSSI-probability transformation model is RSSI-Probability mapping which converts the RSSI bound with class tag to RSSI-Probability pair bound with same class tag. The workflow of RSSI-probability transformation is shown as Fig. 3 . The outputs of RSSI-Pro transformation are stored in database to build radio map. All pretreated RSSI records in the RSSI-Probability transformation are input of RSSI-probability radio mapping which is extended from traditional radio map with RSSI average value. The traditional radio map with RSSI average value is shown in Fig. 4(a) , our proposed RSSI-Probability radio map is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Fig. 4(a) . Traditional radio map with RSSI average value. Fig. 4(b) . The proposed RSSI-Probability radio map.
C. Dynamic Position Matching Optimization of AP Weight Clustering
The dynamic position matching optimization of AP weighted clustering mechanism is the improvement on the
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strongest RSS AP-based method. It includes two phases: 1) After the RSSI-Probability radio map has been constructed in the offline phase, we calculate the weight for all the RP's fingerprints in the radio map. By comparing the respective RPs of K with higher weights, we divide all of the RPs into different regions. 2) In the online positioning phase: firstly, we calculate the weight of Aps. Secondly, we find which region the fingerprint located through K higher weight Aps. Finally, we match the current fingerprint with the fingerprint pre-stored in the region we found in the second step.
1) AP weight clustering algorithm of offline training phase
The radio map proposed in III-B is based on the probability distribution of RSSI, the AP sort criteria can't simply use RSS arithmetic mean. Considering the fluctuation of the RSS and existing RSS probability distribution, the weight of m-th AP in i-th RP can be calculated by:
where s j is the RSSI of the i-th RP, P(s j ) is the corresponding probability. Through calculating weights of AP for all the RPs, we can get a n×m-dimensional (suppose we total have n RPs) AP weight matrix:
By sorting each RP in W, we can choose K Aps with higher weight as eigenvector (assume K = 3) and divide all RPs into different regions.
2) AP weight clustering algorithm of online positioning phase
In the online positioning phase, after measuring the fingerprint, we also calculate the weight of AP refer to (2) to get the AP weight vector:
We choose K higher weight value in the weight vector as eigenvector to filter the region and find the alternative RPs, then match the current fingerprint with alternative RPs' fingerprints.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Test Bed Establishment
In this paper we choose the software institute teaching building of Beijing University of Technology with 22 m×63 m and 19 APs. The layout of the building is shown in Fig. 5 . The red point denote the test range of experiment.
Each RP is distributed 0.5m away from others. In offline phase the LocNeedle positioning system scanned RSSI in 8 directions with 10 records of each direction at one RP and then bound unique class tag with each record. In online phase the request contained 10 samples in any user desired direction. We collected RSSI data with the same handheld terminal with Sony Xperia Z1Mini. 
B. Performance Comparison with Other System
The major performances of indoor localization system are localization accuracy and precision which can be evaluated by the cumulative distributive function (CDF) of distance error. In this section LocNeedle implemented by the RSSI-Probability radio map is compared to two other systems, RADAR and LocNeedle implemented by average RSSI radio map. Fig. 6 shows the difference between CDF of each system. Intuitively, for LocNeedle implemented by RSSI-Probability radio map, 70% of error distance is less than 1 m and the maximum distance error is 4.5 meter. The distance error is contributed by fingerprints space limitation and random RSSI fluctuation in online phase. But the performance of LocNeedle is acceptable by compared to traditional system. Although the probability distribution method is much more stable than the average value method for location estimation and current localization accuracy of LocNeedle is acceptable, the computation complexity of LocNeedle is relatively higher than traditional system, especially when the radio map grows rapidly.
After dynamic position matching optimization of AP weighted clustering, the comparison result between RPs number in radio map before clustering and after clustering is shown in Table II . The data listed in the table are the results of the two experiments. In the first experiment, we set total 49 RPs. After AP weighted clustering, we divide the RP region into 27 regions. In the second experiment, we set total 51 RPs. After AP weighted clustering, we divide the RP region into 43 regions. V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose an RSSI-Probability transformation algorithm for radio map construction that solve the problem of low position fingerprint accuracy caused by RSS instability and AP weight clustering that solve the problem of limited positioning efficiency when fingerprint data volume growth rapidly. The LocNeedle is designed to calculate Bhattacharyya distance to estimate the user location. Finally the localization effect of LocNeedle is compared to traditional localization system to verify the feasibility of proposed algorithm. In further work, we will concentrate on a self-adapting mechanism for replying the radio map extension and making LocNeedle more robust and desirable to achieve competitive location accuracy.
